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Standing Up After Saigon
Sharon Orlopp
When I decided to retire from Walmart
as the Global Chief Diversity Officer and
SVP of Corporate Human Resources,
I thought long and hard about what I
wanted to do in the next chapter of my
life. I knew that I wanted to write. I had
written weekly leadership and inclusion
messages at Walmart for over 10 years,
so I began attending writing conferences
and networking with authors.
I submitted several different book proposals to different publishers but didn’t
make the progress I wanted to make.
Then out of the blue, a mentee of mine
called and said that the next time I was
in Arkansas I needed to meet with a
Vietnamese woman named Thuhang
Tran.
Life is full of serendipitous moments—
and this was one of them! I met
Thuhang for coffee, and her personal
odyssey mesmerized me. I told her that
she needed to write a book about her
life story, and she replied that she was
looking for the right person to help her
write the book. I immediately said, “I’ll do it!”
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Our book, Standing Up After Saigon, captures the incredible true
story of familial love and triumph through adversity. Thuhang was
born in 1970 in Saigon, towards the end of the Vietnam War. She
contracted polio as a toddler, and though her family sacrificed
much to seek treatment, their efforts were halted by the fall of
Saigon. Her father, Chinh, was an air traffic controller in the South
Vietnam Air Force at the time, and was lost in the evacuations
from Saigon, separated from Thuhang and the rest of his family
and presumed dead.
This powerful memoir follows Thuhang and Chinh through their
respective struggles, from Thuhang’s battle with polio and the
impact of her father’s absence, to Chinh’s immigration to the
United States and his desperate fifteen-year mission to be
reunited with his family. Thuhang has remained hopeful and
resilient through all the seemingly impossible hurdles she’s faced
and lives today to tell her story and inspire those around her to
find strength through perseverance.
Standing Up After Saigon is available at Walmart.com, Amazon,
and Barnes & Noble.

